The ascomycete fungus Tolypocladium inflatum, a pathogen of beetle larvae, is best known as the producer of the immunosuppressant drug cyclosporin. The draft genome of T. inflatum strain NRRL 8044 (ATCC 34921), the isolate from which cyclosporin was first isolated, is presented along with comparative analyses of the biosynthesis of cyclosporin and other secondary metabolites in T. inflatum and related taxa. Phylogenomic analyses reveal previously undetected and complex patterns of homology between the nonribosomal peptide synthetase (NRPS) that encodes for cyclosporin synthetase (simA) and those of other secondary metabolites with activities against insects (e.g., beauvericin, destruxins, etc.), and demonstrate the roles of module duplication and gene fusion in diversification of NRPSs. The secondary metabolite gene cluster responsible for cyclosporin biosynthesis is described. In addition to genes necessary for cyclosporin biosynthesis, it harbors a gene for a cyclophilin, which is a member of a family of immunophilins known to bind cyclosporin. Comparative analyses support a lineage specific origin of the cyclosporin gene cluster rather than horizontal gene transfer from bacteria or other fungi. RNA-Seq transcriptome analyses in a cyclosporin-inducing medium delineate the boundaries of the cyclosporin cluster and reveal high levels of expression of the gene cluster cyclophilin. In medium containing insect hemolymph, weaker but significant upregulation of several genes within the cyclosporin cluster, including the highly expressed cyclophilin gene, was observed. T. inflatum also represents the first reference draft genome of Ophiocordycipitaceae, a third family of insect pathogenic fungi within the fungal order Hypocreales, and supports parallel and qualitatively distinct radiations of insect pathogens. The T. inflatum genome provides additional insight into the evolution and biosynthesis of cyclosporin and lays a foundation for further investigations of the role of secondary metabolite gene clusters and their metabolites in fungal biology.
Introduction
Fungi are prolific producers of secondary metabolites and an important source of novel and commercially important pharmaceuticals, mycoinsecticides, and antibiotics. Cyclosporin A (CsA; CAS ID: 59865-13-3), the well-known immunosuppressant drug which revolutionized organ transplantation from an experimental to a relatively routine lifesaving procedure [1] , was first discovered in the insect pathogenic and ubiquitous soil fungus, Tolypocladium inflatum. CsA targets and binds with high affinity human cyclophilin A (hCypA, peptidylprolyl isomerase A, EC: 5.2.1.8), a conserved immunophilin found across eukaryotes [2, 3] . The CsA-hCypA complex suppresses the vertebrate immune system by binding to and inhibiting calcineurin, a conserved calciumcalmodulin activated serine/threonine-specific protein phosphatase (EC: 3.1.3.16) [4, 5] . Inhibition of calcineurin blocks activity of NF-AT (nuclear factor of activated T-cells), a regulator of transcription of Interleukin 2 in T-lymphocytes [6] . CsA also impairs the immune response in insects and shows both antifungal [7] and antiviral activity [8] . CsA and related cyclosporins (B-Z and isoforms) form a family of cyclic undecapeptides produced by nonribosomal peptide synthetases (NRPSs), a class of large multimodular enzymes that produce peptides via a nonribosomal mechanism [9] . While the 45.8 kb locus encoding the NRPS synthetase (simA) responsible for biosynthesis of cyclosporin was cloned in 1994 [10] , the complete biosynthetic cluster remains uncharacterized.
T. inflatum belongs to the fungal order Hypocreales, containing fungi known to produce a high diversity of bioactive secondary metabolites [11] . In addition to cyclosporins, T. inflatum synthesizes a number of other products via both NRPSs and polyketide synthetases (PKSs), another class of multimodular enzyme involved in secondary metabolite production in bacteria and fungi [12] . Other hypocrealean fungi are known to produce NRPS or PKS products with activity against insects, such as destruxins (Metarhizium robertsii) [13] , efrapeptins (Tolypocladium spp.) [14] , and ergot alkaloids (clavicipitalean endophytes of grasses including Claviceps and Epichloë spp.) [15] . Many of these compounds also have pharmaceutical applications and/or roles in antibiosis, pathogenesis, and competitive interactions between organisms [13, 14] . The genome sequence of T. inflatum thus provides an opportunity to characterize the secondary metabolite arsenal of an insect-pathogenic fungus with potential for both elucidation of the biosynthetic cluster of the immunosuppressant drug cyclosporin and discovery of novel gene clusters and metabolites with applications in medicine and agriculture.
Hypocrealean fungi display considerable flexibility of lifestyles. They include plant-pathogens, plant-saprobes, plant-endophytes, mycoparasites, and pathogens of insects, spiders, rotifers, and nematodes. Transitions between different lifestyles have occurred multiple times in the evolutionary history of the order [16, 17] . T. inflatum is a pathogen of beetle larvae [18] , but is also able to live saprotrophically in soil during the asexual phase of its lifecycle ( Figure 1 ). It is one of the few insect pathogenic (entomopathogenic) fungi sequenced to date, although Hypocreales contains three families (Clavicipitaceae, Cordycipitaceae, and Ophiocordycipitaceae) that are particularly rich in entomopathogenic species. The genomes of M. robertsii and M. acridum (Clavicipitaceae) have provided insights into expansions of gene families, especially those for secreted proteins, with roles in insect pathogenesis [19] . Other studies have shown changes in the profiles of carbohydrate active enzymes (CAZymes), cytochrome P450s, and proteases in insect pathogens when compared to closely related plant pathogens [20] . The genome of Cordyceps militaris (Cordycipitaceae), a common pathogen of moth pupae used in traditional Chinese Medicine, revealed aspects of the mating systems of entomopathogenic fungi [21] . These taxa belong to three separate families of Hypocreales that represent parallel diversifications of entomopathogenic fungi [16] .
Here we present the results from whole genome sequencing and RNA-Seq analyses of T. inflatum (Ophiocordycipitaceae), which represents the first draft genome from the third entomopathogenic family within Hypocreales. Through phylogenomic and comparative genomic analyses we demonstrate that the NRPS responsible for cyclosporin biosynthesis (simA) exhibits complex patterns of homology with other NRPSs and that the cyclosporin gene cluster is unique to Tolypocladium with no evidence for horizontal transfer of a complete cluster from other fungi or bacteria. RNA-Seq analyses in a cyclosporin-inducing medium clearly delineate a secondary metabolite cluster responsible for cyclosporin biosynthesis. RNA-Seq analyses in media simulating insect pathogenesis indicate that several genes within the cluster, including the homolog of the cyclosporin binding protein cyclophilin, are also upregulated in response to insect hemolymph, supporting a role for both cyclosporin and the cyclophilin gene in pathogenesis of insects.
Results/Discussion

General Genome Features
A karyotype study of the sequenced strain T. inflatum NRRL 8044 (ATCC 34921) indicated that T. inflatum has 6 chromosomes ranging in size from 3.8 to 6.6 Mb and a mini supernumerary chromosome of 1 Mb with a total genome size of approximately 30.45 Mb [22] . The total size of the assembly (30.348 Mb) closely matched this estimate and contained 194 contigs in 101 scaffolds with an N50 of 1.5 Mb and an Nmax of 3.56 Mb. The MAKER 2.0 annotation pipeline [23] predicted 9,998 protein coding genes (loci tagged as TINF) with greater than 90% having support from either protein (Fusarium graminearum, Nectria haematococca, Trichoderma reesei, Tr. virens, and M. robertsii) or EST data (C. militaris, Beauveria bassiana, M. robertsii, Tr. reesei, and assembled T. inflatum RNA-Seq reads). Analysis using the Core Eukaryotic Genes Mapping Approach (CEGMA) pipeline [24] estimated that the annotations represent .98% of coding regions based on completeness of a conserved set of eukaryotic proteins. The average gene length (1.67 kb), exon length (570 bp) and intron length (77.5 bp) were similar to estimates from other Ascomycota (Table 1 ) [25] . However, T. inflatum has a higher average GC content (58%) and a more compact genome with higher gene density (329 genes/Mb) than closely related filamentous ascomycetes (Table 1) . Only the MAT1-2 mating type locus was detected in the sequenced strain, indicating that T. inflatum is likely heterothallic ( Figure S1 ).
Repeat Elements
The estimated proportion of repeat sequence (1.24%), which agrees well with previous experimental estimates (1%) [26] , is relatively low compared to other filamentous ascomycetes (Table 1 ). In total, T. inflatum contained a slightly larger number of retrotransposons compared to DNA transposons (Table S1 ). Retrotransposons were dominated by two classes, LINE elements and the Gypsy family of LTRs, while DNA transposons were mostly comprised of the hAT family (Table S1 ). Several novel repeat elements, including the CPA (cyclosporin production associated) element [26] and the first characterized fungal hAT transposon (Restless) [27] , were previously identified in the sequenced strain (NRRL 8044). The CPA element, which shows greatest similarity to a RecQ DNA helicase in M. robertsii [28] , was named based on the observation that multiple copies were found only in cyclosporin producing strains of T. inflatum while only a single copy was present in other strains of T. inflatum and related Tolypocladium and Beauveria species. We identified 12 copies of the CPA element in T. inflatum NRRL 8044 that were found dispersed across eleven scaffolds, but none of them associated with the scaffold containing the cyclosporin biosynthetic cluster. A single partial copy was also found in C. militaris and Tr. virens and multiple copies were present in Tr. reesei, Metarhizium spp., and especially N.
Author Summary
Tolypocladium inflatum, the fungus from which the immunosuppressant drug cyclosporin was isolated, is a prolific producer of secondary metabolites with potential applications in medicine and agriculture. We have sequenced the first draft reference genome of T. inflatum, which also represents the first genome of a novel family of insect pathogenic fungi, Ophiocordycipitaceae. We present comparative genomic and evolutionary analyses of the cyclosporin nonribosomal peptide synthetase (simA), which highlight the lineage specific nature of cyclosporin's origin and the homology of cyclosporin adenylation (A) domains with other fungal NRPSs whose products show anti-insect activity. RNA-Seq data profiles the expression patterns of the cyclosporin gene cluster in an inducing medium and in response to media simulating distinct stages of insect pathogenesis. Sequencing of the T. inflatum genome has uncovered the metabolite gene cluster responsible for cyclosporin biosynthesis and characterized complex patterns of its evolution.
haematococca, in which the transposon has undergone expansion to 27 copies (Table S1 ). We conclude that presence and expansion of CPA elements is not unique to T. inflatum and that it is not associated with the evolution or production of cyclosporin. Similarly, copies of Restless were also found in other hypocrealean taxa and were particularly expanded in F. oxysporum, which harbored over double (55) the number of elements in T. inflatum (26) (Table S1 ). Restless generates partial deletion copies of the transposon and several deletion variants (DRst 1-6) have been found in T. inflatum, Neurospora crassa, and Penicillium chrysogenum [29] . With the exception of Tr. atroviride, all hypocrealean taxa contained either an intact or a deletion variant of Restless, indicating the transposon was present in the ancestor of Hypocreales. However, of the genomes analyzed, deletion variants were most abundant and diverse in T. inflatum (Table S1) , suggesting it has been particularly active in T. inflatum.
Phylogenomic Relationships and Orthologous Gene Clusters
T. inflatum is a member of the class Sordariomycetes and is related to the widely studied filamentous ascomycete N. crassa, which together with the wilt pathogens Verticillium dahliae and Verticillium albo-atrum, served as an outgroup to the order Hypocreales in our phylogenomic analyses ( Figure 2A , node 1). Orthologous clustering of proteins using MCL [30] identified a total of 36,532 orthologous clusters of proteins across the 14 taxa analyzed (N. crassa, V. dahliae, V. albo-atrum, N. haematococca, F. graminearum, F. oxysporum, F. verticillioides, Tr. virens, Tr. atroviride, Tr. reesei, C. militaris, M. robertsii, M. acridum, and T. inflatum). Using the phylogenomic pipeline Hal [31] , these 36,532 clusters were filtered to identify 2,769 clusters containing only single-copy orthologous proteins. A concatenated alignment was built from this subset of clusters and used to construct a maximum likelihood phylogeny.
The inferred phylogeny recovered a topology consistent with the four major families of Hypocreales (Figure 2A ). The earliest diverging group, Nectriaceae, comprises primarily plant pathogenic species including the wheat head blight fungus F. graminearum and related species F. oxysporum, F. verticillioides, and N. haematococca (Figure 2A , node 3, green). Sequenced representatives of Hypocreaceae include members of the genus Trichoderma (Tr. atroviride, Tr. reesei, Tr.virens). Although the ability of Trichoderma spp. to grow on and digest plant-based compounds is well-documented, recent comparative genomic studies support an evolutionary history characterized by mycoparasitism [32] (Figure 2A , node 6, blue). Hypocreaceae forms a sister group (node 5) to the primarily insect pathogenic Cordycipitaceae, which includes the moth pathogen and traditional Chinese medicinal fungus C. militaris. The remaining two families, Ophiocordycipitaceae, of which T. inflatum is the first sequenced representative, and Clavicipitaceae ( Figure 2A , node 7, red), which includes the two insect pathogenic biocontrol species M. robertsii and M. acridum, comprise, with the exception of the clavicipitaceous endophytes, primarily insect pathogens. This topology is consistent with standard multigene (e.g., five to seven loci) phylogenetic analyses that have sampled an order of magnitude more species of Hypocreales and ancestral character state reconstructions from previously published multigene datasets [16, 17] , which support a major transition within the order from plant hosts/substrates in early diverging lineages (Nectriaceae) to primarily insect (Clavicipitaceae, Cordycipitaceae, Ophiocordycipitaceae) or fungal (Hypocreaceae) hosts ( Figure 2A , node 2). However, the placement of Cordycipitaceae has been controversial. The removal of fast evolving sites [33] in these genome-scale analyses provides stronger bootstrap support for the placement of C. militaris (Cordycipitaceae) as monophyletic with Trichoderma (Hypocreaceae) and not with the other insect pathogens of Metarhizium (Clavicipitaceae) and Tolypocladium (Ophiocordycipitaceae). These results provide additional support for polyphyletic origins and parallel diversifications of insect pathogenic fungi in three separate families in Hypocreales [34] . Out of the total 36,532 orthologous clusters, those shared by one or more descendants of each node were mapped to the phylogeny to produce a phylogenetic profile of orthologous clusters (Figure 2A) . A total of 7,964 clusters containing 112,539 proteins from both within Hypocreales and from outgroup taxa (N. crassa, V. dahliae and V. albo atrum), while 1,746 clusters containing 13,658 proteins mapped uniquely to the node representing the origin of Hypocreales (Figure 2A , node 1). Within Hypocreales, plant associated species in the Nectriaceae had the largest number of unique clusters although these genomes also contained a larger number of protein coding genes per genome (Table 1) . T. inflatum had 1,675 species-unique clusters containing 1,709 proteins (out of a total of 9998). T. inflatum shared a larger number of clusters with Figure 2 . Phylogenetic relationships and orthologous gene clusters. A) Maximum likelihood phylogeny created from a concatenated alignment of 2769 groups of single copy orthologs identified by the Hal pipeline. Phylogeny constructed using RAxML with best models for each cluster partition identified using ProtTest. Bootstrap values for analyses with the original alignment (top)/the alignment with fast-evolving sites removed (bottom) are shown above nodes. Larger numbers beneath or adjacent to nodes and terminal taxa indicate the number of clusters and genes (in parentheses) within those clusters that map to each node in the phylogeny or are unique to a species. Color coding corresponds to fungal host: green = plant associated, blue = fungal associated, red = animal or insect associated. Hypocreales is delineated at node 1. A major shift from early diverging taxa that have primarily plant-associated hosts to either animal/insect or fungal hosts occurs at node 2. B) The number of both clusters and number of genes (in parentheses) in those clusters that are shared by T. inflatum with each of the major families and associated ecologies within Hypocreales: green = Nectriaceae, primarily plant associated including F. graminearum, F. oxysporum, F. verticillioides, and N. haematococca; blue = Hypocreaceae, primarily fungal associated (Tr. atroviride and Tr. virens) or plant saprobic (Tr. reesei); red = Clavicipitaceae/Cordycipitaceae, primarily animal or insect associated including C. militaris, M. robertsii, M. acridum; and pink = T. inflatum. doi:10.1371/journal.pgen.1003496.g002 fungal pathogens in Hypocreaceae (1750) than with other insect pathogens in Clavicipitaceae and Cordycipitaceae (190) or with plant pathogens in Nectriaceae (109) ( Figure 2B ).
Gene Content and Evolution
All hypocrealean taxa, including T. inflatum, shared a similar profile of Gene Ontology (GO) Slim categories ( Figures 3A, S2 ). However, GO Slim profiles of genes found in orthologous clusters unique to each of the insect pathogens C. militaris (Cordycipitaceae), M. robertsii and M. acridum (Clavicipitaceae), and T. inflatum (Ophiocordycipitaceae) showed lineage specific differences ( Figure 3B ). Metarhizium spp. (Clavicipitaceae) had a larger proportion of species-unique genes associated with GO molecular functions of protein binding (22-26% vs 13-16%), oxidoreductase activity (20% vs 8-11%), and peptidase activity (7-9% vs 2-3%) relative to either T. inflatum or C. militaris ( Figures 3B, S2B) . These results are consistent with expansions of both proteases (peptidase activity) and P450s (oxidative activity) in Metarhizium spp., Tr. virens, and all plant pathogenic species in Nectriaceae, but not in the other insect pathogens T. inflatum or C. militaris (Table S2 ). In fact, M. acridum and particularly M. robertsii, which is known to live in association with the plant rhizosphere [35] , showed overall profiles of CAZymes, proteases, and P450s more similar to plant pathogens than to the other insect pathogens (Table S2 ). T. inflatum contained a larger proportion of species-unique genes associated with the GO molecular function of transporter activity (7% vs 2%) than other insect pathogens, while C. militaris had a larger proportion of species-unique genes associated with transferase activity (39% vs 13-22%) ( Figures 3B, S2B ). For GO biological process categories, T. inflatum also contained a larger proportion of species-unique genes related to transport (11% vs 3-4%) but a smaller proportion of genes involved in DNA-dependent transcription (7% vs 18-23%) relative to other insect pathogens ( Figure S2D) . A large proportion of species-unique genes in all insect pathogens (31-74%) were associated with membranes, particularly endomembrane systems ( Figure S2F ), consistent with the importance of secreted proteins in these fungi [19] . These differences in gene content and ontology between the three insect pathogenic lineages corroborate phylogenetic evidence for parallel and qualitatively distinct evolutionary radiations of insect pathogens in Hypocreales that reflect adaptations to distinct ecologies.
Overview of Secondary Metabolite Gene Clusters
While T. inflatum is best known as the original source of CsA [36] , it is also known to produce other bioactive secondary metabolites including insecticidal compounds such as efrapeptins [37] and tolypin [38] , diketopiperazines [39] , and the carboxysterol antibiotic ergokonin-C [39] . In addition to well-known core enzymes involved in producing fungal secondary metabolites (NRPSs, PKSs, prenyltransferases, and terpene cyclases (TC)), a large number of modifying enzymes such as racemases, methyltransferases, acetyl transferases, prenyltransferases, cytochrome P450 monooxygenases (P450s) and oxidoreductases are often required for synthesis of the final bioactive products. In fungi, these are often found clustered with the core enzymes to form secondary metabolite biosynthetic gene clusters [40] , which some hypothesize may facilitate or be driven by horizontal transfer [41] . Others suggest clustering may minimize the number of coordinated interactions between regulatory elements [42] . We identified a total of 14 NRPSs, 20 PKSs, 4 Hybrid PKS/NRPSs, 11 putative NRPS-like enzymes, 5 putative PKS-like enzymes, and one dimethylallyl-tryptophan synthase (DMATS) in the T. inflatum genome (Table S3 ), indicating that T. inflatum has a large potential for secondary metabolite production. The majority of these core enzymes fell within one of the 36 secondary metabolite clusters identified by SMURF [43] or an additional 2 clusters (38 total) identified by antiSMASH [44] .
In addition to the NPRS in the cyclosporin cluster, phylogenomic analyses of T. inflatum NRPS adenylation domains ( Figure  S3 , Table S4 ) identified homologs of a number of functionally characterized NRPSs from fungi, including three peptaibol synthetases (TINF05969, TINF07827, TINF07876), both intracellular (ChNPS2 -TINF08996) and extracellular (ChNPS6 -TINF01764 and TINF06175) siderophore synthetases, and a homolog of conserved NRPS-like proteins involved in morphological development (ChNPS10 TINF09755) ( Figure S3 , Table S4 ).
We also identified an NRPS (TINF02556) whose A-domains group with those of the ergot alkaloid synthetases (cpps1-4) from the grass endophyte Claviceps purpurea ( Figures S3, S4A ). The ergot alkaloid cluster in C. purpurea contains two trimodular NRPSs (cpps1, cpps4), two monomodular NRPSs (cpps2, cpps3), and a DMATS [45, 46] . The alkaloid secondary metabolite clusters recently discovered in the insect pathogens M. robertsii and M. acridum [19] contain homologs of the two monomodular NRPSs (cpps2, cpps3), the DMAT synthase, and the majority of modifying enzymes found on the 59 end of the C. purpurea cluster. In contrast, the antiSMASH predicted cluster in T. inflatum lacks homologs of these monomodular NRPSs and other ergot alkaloid biosynthetic genes but contains a four modular NRPS (TINF02556) with Adomains that show closest similarity to the trimodular NRPSs (cpps1 and cpps4) from C. purpurea, as well as other genes involved in secondary metabolism ( Figure S4B ). We also identified an additional cluster in Metarhizium spp. which contains a 7 modular NRPS (MAA_06559, MAC_08899) with A-domains that also show homology to cpps1 and cpps4, but which also lacks other genes from the ergot alkaloid cluster ( Figure S4B ). T. inflatum does contain one DMAT synthase. However, it is located on a different scaffold in a distinct secondary metabolite cluster predicted by antiSMASH to be involved in terpene biosynthesis ( Figure S4C ). While further chemical data is needed, we conclude it is unlikely that the T. inflatum cluster produces an ergot alkaloid compound similar to those produced by C. purpurea.
Evolution of Cyclosporin Synthetase (simA)
Cyclosporins are cyclic depsipeptides belonging to a class of cyclic undecapeptides [10, 47] , and T. inflatum is known to produce 25 different analogs of cyclosporin (cyclosporins A-I and K-Z) [48, 49] . CsA is composed of 11 substrate molecules produced by an NRPS encoded by the single 45.8 kb simA locus, and like the products of many NRPSs, CsA contains several non-proteinogenic substrates including 2-aminobutyric acid, D-alanine, and (4R)-4-[(E)-2-butenyl]-4-methyl-threonine (Bmt) [10] . The simA gene displays a modular structure typical of NRPSs, consisting of 11 modules comprised of three core catalytic domains: adenylation (A), which binds and activates the substrate, thiolation (T), which attaches substrates to the NRPS, and condensation (C), which forms a peptide bond between adjacent substrates. Each module activates one of the eleven substrates and additional methylation (M) domains are present which methylate substrates 2 (Leu), 3, (Leu), 4 (Val), 5 (Bmt), 8 (Leu) and 10 (Leu). Various other fungi within Hypocreales (Acremonium, Chaunopycnis, Fusarium, Isaria, Nectria, Neocosmospora, Trichoderma and Verticillium) have been reported to synthesize a common profile of cyclosporins A-D and E-F [49, 50] . Only a few fungi outside of Hypocreales (Aspergillus terreus) [51] have been reported to produce cyclosporin A, while others (Leptostroma, Cylindrotrichum, Stachybotrys) produce a single and often novel cyclosporin-related compound [52, 53] .
A previous phylogenomic study of NRPSs from 37 complete fungal genomes found that simA grouped sister to a clade of bacterial NRPSs but found no complete (11 modular) homolog of simA in either bacteria or other fungi [54] . Similarly, we employed BLAST searches of the NCBI database and HMMER searches across closely related hypocrealean fungi and found no complete homologs of simA (Figures 4, S3, S5 ). The phylogenetic tree constructed from A-domain sequences of the top 50 BLAST hits to simA from the NCBI nr database (Figure 4 , S5) showed that no bacterial sequences group within the simA clade. This suggests that simA likely evolved by duplication of modules within fungi rather than through recent horizontal transfer from bacteria. Individual adenylation domains from several other fungal NRPSs group within the simA clade with 100% bootstrap support (Figures 4B, S5). These include NRPSs synthesizing several other known fungal cyclic depsipeptides such as enniatin synthetase (esyn1) (Fusarium equiseti) [55] , beauvericin (bbBeas) and bassianolide (bbBsls) synthetases (Beauveria bassiana), the NRPS responsible for biosynthesis of the antifungal compound aureobasidin A (aba1) (Aureobasidium pullulans), and two modules of destruxin synthetase (dtxS1) (M. robertsii) (Figures 4B, S5). These compounds share similar functions, having either anti-insect (beauvericin, bassianolide, destruxin, and cyclosporin A) [13, [56] [57] [58] and/or antifungal properties (aureobasidin A [59] and cyclosporin A [60] ).
Fungal NRPSs containing adenylation (A) domains found in the simA clade, share a complex history of evolution through duplication and fusion of modules [61] . For example, the Adomain of module 1 of the NRPSs synthesizing enniatin (esyn1), beauvericin (bbBeas), and bassianolide (bbBsls) synthetases all code for an identical non-amino acid substrate, D-2-hydroxyisovaleric acid (Hiv) and group together phylogenetically in a clade distinct grouping in the simA clade, but remaining A-domains group with the Epichloë festucae NRPS perA, outside both the simA and the enniatin module 1 clades (Figures 5, S3 ).
The C-terminal modules of these same NRPSs, containing Adomains in the simA clade, show evidence of duplication of NRPS modules followed by divergence of A-domain substrate specificities. Enniatins, for example, are known to vary in the N-Me-amino acid incorporated by the second A-domain [62] . The C-terminal modules (2-8) of aureobasidin A synthetase (aba1) provide the clearest example of extensive module duplication and divergence within a single species as all A-domains group as a single monophyletic group with 100% bootstrap support and many share over 95% sequence similarity ( Figure 4B ) [63] . While the sequence of duplications within simA is more complex, A-domains of simA that group together with greater than 50% bootstrap support encode for identical substrate amino acid specificities ([A2, A3, A8, A10; bs = 78%) for Leu and (A4 and A9; bs = 98%) for Val]), suggesting these domains represent more recent duplications that have not diverged in specificity encoding regions ( Figures 4B, 5 ). The average pairwise dN/dS ratio across all A-domains was low ( = 0.182), indicating that most sites within A domains are under purifying selection. However, the branch-site REL method of the HYPHY package [64] detected significant evidence of episodic positive selection (p,0.0001) on the branch separating the clade coding for Leu (A2, A3, A8, A10) from other A-domains. These results are consistent with a process in which duplication followed by lineage specific changes at a few amino-acid positions contributed to the evolution of the species-unique cyclosporin metabolite. Computational and Transcriptional Identification of the simA Biosynthetic Cluster
The two computational methods used for defining secondary metabolite clusters, SMURF and antiSMASH, identified slightly different boundaries to the simA cluster (Figures 6, 7) . The secondary metabolite gene cluster surrounding simA predicted by antiSMASH contains 22 genes and spans over 112 kb, while SMURF delineated a slightly smaller cluster of 10 genes spanning approximately 93 kb (Figures 6, 7) .
In order to utilize transcriptional data to define the cyclosporin metabolite cluster, an RNA-Seq time course experiment in a cyclosporin-inducing medium (SM medium) [65] was conducted. Three biological replicates each were grown in the inducing (SM) and a rich control medium, Sabouraud Dextrose Broth (SDB), and were sampled at two-day intervals for a total of six time points (days 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, and 12). Total RNA isolated from these samples was prepared for RNA-Seq and remaining mycelia and culture filtrate was harvested and analyzed by LS-MS in order to correlate gene expression patterns with production of cyclosporin metabolites.
Expression profiling under cyclosporin-inducing conditions (SM medium) clearly identified a cluster of genes surrounding simA that were significantly (q-value,0.01) upregulated (Table S5 ) during production of cyclosporins as detected by an HPLC peak ( Figures 6, S6 ) that included analogs with nominal molecular masses of 1188, 1202 (Cyclosporin A), 1216, and 1218 Da (data not shown). Upregulation of genes within the cluster became highly significant at time point 3 (day 6) which corresponded with the first detection of large quantities of cyclosporin in the culture filtrate by LC-MS and were consistently and strongly upregulated at time points 4, 5, and 6 that also showed an HPLC peak for CsA ( Figure 6 , S6, Table S5 ). The 59 boundary of this cluster corresponded to the SMURF computational prediction beginning at simA (TINF00159), while the 39 edge of this cluster corresponded to the 39 boundary of the antiSMASH cluster prediction (TINF07874) (Figures 6, 7 , Table S5 ).
LC-MS profiles for the cyclosporin-containing fraction were generated consistently from culture filtrate extracts obtained for each time point. Under the HPLC protocol used, analogs of cyclosporins eluted predominantly between 32-40 min, with the peak maximum for cyclosporin A (the major product, molecular mass 1202 Da) at 38 min. The overall production of cyclosporins peaked at time point 4 (day 8) in SM medium ( Figure 6 , Figure S6 ). Beginning at time point 4, an increase in the number of overlapping peaks for closely-eluting analogs of cyclosporin A is consistent with depletion of specific amino acids in the culture media leading to relaxed substrate specificity of the cyclosporin NRPS A-domains and production of distinct cyclosporin analogs ( Figure 6, Figure S6 ). However, the existence of more than one isoform with the same molecular mass prevents the rigorous assignment of these metabolites (molecular masses 1188, 1202, 1216, and 1218 Da) by mass spectrometry alone.
This combination of computational and experimental approaches provided a more robust method for characterization of secondary metabolite clusters and demonstrates the utility of transcriptional data in confirming cluster boundaries. Organization and Components of the simA Cluster Although NRPSs such as simA and esyn1 contain A-domains with shared ancestry (Figure 4, S3, S5) , the metabolite clusters containing these core metabolite genes do not share other homologous genes (Figure 7) . Components of secondary metabolite clusters other than the core backbone enzymes function in synthesis of precursors, mediation of intermediate steps, transport and delivery, and modifications of the final metabolite [66] . While further functional studies (e.g. gene knockouts) are needed, the simA cluster contains genes which likely function in both synthesizing substrates for the NRPS and modification or activation of the cyclosporin product. The unusual non-proteinogenic amino acid substrate D-alanine must be supplied by an independent alanine racemase [67] as simA itself does not contain racemase activity. Similarly, it was shown that one of the unusual amino acid substrates of cyclosporin, (4R)-4-[(E)-2-butenyl]-4-methyl-threonine (Bmt), is synthesized by a polyketide biosynthetic mechanism [68] . As a cyclosporin mutant (Cyb56) was shown to accumulate Bmt [69] , this substrate is likely synthesized by T.
inflatum. The discovery of both a D-alanine racemase (TINF00247) and a PKS gene (TINF00267) within the cluster strongly suggests their involvement in production of these two unusual substrate molecules ( Figure 7 ). The cluster also contains an aminotransferase (TINF00351), an enzyme involved in the synthesis of branched chain amino acids such as the Leu and Val residues found in cyclosporin. Several genes in the cluster belong to gene families commonly found in fungal secondary metabolite clusters, including a cytochrome P450 (TINF00470) and a dehydrogenase (TINF00195). Two transcription factors, a C2H2 zinc-finger transcription factor (TINF00183) on the 59-edge of the cluster and a putative basic leucine zipper (bZIP) transcription factor (TINF0394) on the 39-end of the cluster, are candidates for a cluster-specific transcriptional regulator (Figure 7) .
Adjacent to the alanine racemase (TINF0247) is a gene (TINF00586) belonging to the cyclophilin family of peptidylprolyl isomerases (IPR002130) (Figure 7 ). The first isolated cyclophilin, human cyclophilin A (hCypA), was identified almost thirty years ago as the cellular target of cyclosporin [3] . Binding to hCypA is a prerequisite for the immunosuppressive activity of CsA as it causes CsA to undergo a conformational change to an entirely trans peptide conformation, which puts the calcineurin-binding motif of CsA in the reverse orientation compared to the crystal structure of CsA bound to a tetrapeptide substrate [70, 71] and primes CsA to create a better fit to its cellular target calcineurin. Cyclophilins have since been identified in nearly all kingdoms of life, including animals, plants, insects, fungi, protists, and bacteria, and they are classified based on their cellular location, domain organization and function [72, 73] . While different cyclophilins vary in their binding affinity for CsA, all exhibit petidyl isomerase activity that facilitates conformational changes from cis to trans at peptide bonds preceding prolines (peptidyl-prolyl bonds), and thus may function as general molecular chaperones in protein folding [74] . They are also implicated in diverse cellular processes including cell signaling, cell cycle control, intracellular transport, stress response, and virulence in both plant [75] and animal pathogens [76] .
Using an HMM model to the conserved cyclophilin-like domain (CLD) of cyclophilins (Pfam: PF00160.16), we identified ten proteins, including TINF00586, containing the conserved CLD domain (PF00160.16) in the T. inflatum genome (Figure 8 A,  B) . The simA cluster cyclophilin (TINF00586) has highest and equally scoring BLAST hits to two S. cerevisiae proteins, Cpr1 (YDR155C) (e 241 ), the yeast homolog of hCypA, and the yeast mitochondrial cyclophilin Cpr3 (YML078W) (e- 41 ) , and it contains an N-terminal signal peptide with a localization signal to mitochondria ( Figure 8B ) [77] . In a phylogeny including the conserved CLD domains of major cyclophilins from other fungi, animals, bacteria, and protists, the T. inflatum cyclophilins group in diverse locations in the phylogeny, suggesting that T. inflatum, like other eukaryotes, contains a full suite of cyclophilins ( Figures 8A, S7) .
The simA cluster cyclophilin is similar in domain structure to hCypA and other cyclophilin A homologs. It groups phylogenetically with greater than 70% bootstrap support in a clade with another T. inflatum cyclophilin gene (TINF04375) and a number of fungal cyclophilins with roles in morphological development and pathogenesis in either plant (BCP1 (Botrytis cinerea) [78] , CpCYP1 (Cryphonectria parasiticus) [75] , and CYP1 (Magnaporthe grisea) [79] ) or animal (Cpa1 and Cpa2 (Cryptococcus neoformans) systems [80] (Figures 8A, C [Fungal CypA Clade], S7). Several putative cyclophilins previously cloned from T. inflatum, including two that are hypothesized to be alternately spliced products of a single gene targeted to the cytosol and mitochondria, respectively [81] , and another gene coding for an approximately 19.5 kDa protein (cptA) [82] , are nearly identical in sequence and all group closely with TINF04375 ( Figure 8C, S7) . Alternative splicing of this single gene is consistent with the finding that other cyclophilin genes in this clade CypA (N. crassa) [83] and BCP1 (B. cinerea) [78] ), also produce alternately spliced mitochondrial and cytosolic isoforms ( Figure 8C , S7). The simA cluster cyclophilin (TINF00586) is distinct in sequence from TINF04375 and groups at the base of this clade with the CpCYP1 of C. parasiticus ( Figure 8C, S7) .
While the direct mechanism of toxicity of CsA in insects remains unknown, histopathological changes consistent with Mitochondrial Pore Transition Permeability (MPT), such as swollen, electrondense, and occasionally lysed mitochondria, have been observed in several insect species treated with CsA [84] . We hypothesize that the simA cluster cyclophilin may be involved in targeting CsA to the insect mitochondria. Other possible functions include a role in folding of the cyclosporin peptide during export, creation of a preactivated CsA-CYPA cocktail prior to delivery to the host, protection of CsA from proteolysis by endopeptidases [85] , binding to detoxifying proteins in hemolymph [86] , or auto protection for T. inflatum against CsA toxicity.
Transcriptional Responses in the simA Gene Cluster in Relation to Insect Pathogenesis
Toxins and other secondary metabolites are suspected to function in insect pathogenesis but their expression patterns and modes of action remain poorly characterized. Previous studies suggest that many secondary metabolites are expressed at very low levels under most experimental conditions [87] , and their expression is elicited only in response to specific stimuli. Like many insect pathogenic fungi, T. inflatum exhibits a complex lifecycle encompassing a saprobic growth phase in soil and a pathogenic growth phase on and within the insect host (Figure 1) . The pathogenic phase initiates with an infection phase that involves growth on, and penetration of, the insect cuticle. This infection phase is followed by a colonization phase, which initially involves a yeast-like (hyphal body) growth phase within insect hemolymph, and ultimately switches to a filamentous growth form that colonizes the insect to form an endosclerotium. Previous studies have shown that cyclosporin has immunosuppressive functions in insects [58] , as well as in humans, suggesting a role for and expression of cyclosporin inside the insect. In order to evaluate the expression of the simA cluster in relation to insect pathogenesis, RNA-Seq was carried out on fungal cultures grown on (1) minimal medium supplemented with insect cuticle (infection stage), and (2) Grace's insect medium supplemented with insect hemolymph (colonization stage). Each of these treatment samples (cuticle and hemolymph) were compared to a control grown on SDB. Transcriptional responses in these media were compared qualitatively to responses in the cyclosporin-inducing (SM) medium.
In the strongly inducing SM medium, nearly all genes within the cluster were upregulated with extremely high significance (qvalue,0.0005) ( Figure 6 , Table S5 ), but their relative expression levels varied widely ( Figures 9A, S6 , Table S5 ). The most highly expressed gene in the cluster was the cyclophilin gene (TINF00586). However, this gene also had relatively high levels of constitutive expression in the control SDB medium and underwent only a 3.186 log 2 fold increase in expression during time point 5 ( Figure 6 , Table S5 ). In contrast, most other genes within the cluster, with the exception of TINF00536 and TINF00426, had very low levels of constitutive expression in control SDB medium, but were more highly upregulated in SM medium ( Figures 6, 9A , S6, Table S5 ). For example, the PKS (TINF00267), the cytochrome P450 (TINF00470), the D-alanine racemase (TINF00247), the dehydrogenase (TINF00195), a hypothetical protein (TINF00377), and the aminotransferase (TINF00351) had over a 96 log 2 fold increase in expression in SM medium compared to the control ( Figure 6 , Table S5 ). Several other genes, including simA (TINF00159), a cytochrome b-2-like protein (TINF0174), two hypothetical proteins (TINF00141 and TINF07874), and the bZIP transcription factor (TINF00394) experienced between 5-96 log 2 fold increases in expression ( Figure 6 , Table S5 ). The C2H2 transcription factor on the 59 end of the cluster (TINF00183) experienced less than 16 log 2 fold increases in expression, suggesting that the bZIP transcription factor (TINF001374) is more likely the cluster-specific transcriptional regulator ( Figure 6 , Table S5 ).
While the simA NRPS itself was not significantly upregulated in media simulating stages of insect pathogenesis (cuticle and hemolymph media), several cluster genes showed significant upregulation (q-value,0.05) ( Figure 9B , Table S6 ). In cuticle medium, the PKS gene (TINF00267) and the cytochrome P450 (TINF00470) were significantly upregulated ( Figure 9B , Table S6 ). In hemolymph medium, a greater number of cluster genes including the PKS gene (TINF00267), the bZIP transcription factor (TINF00394), the cyclophilin homolog (TINF00586), and a hypothetical protein containing a thioester/thiol ester dehydraseisomerase domain (TINF00377) were significantly upregulated ( Figure 9B , Table S6 ). The P450 (TINF00470) was the most highly upregulated gene in the cuticle medium (3.256 log 2 fold), while the bZIP transcription factor (TINF00394) was the most highly upregulated gene in hemolymph medium (3.586 log 2 fold) (Table  S6 ). Importantly, the cyclophilin gene (TINF00586) showed significant upregulation (1.826 log2 fold) only in hemolymph media and had the highest relative expression level of all cluster genes in hemolymph media ( Figure 9B , Table S6 ).
However, culture media conditions can only simulate conditions of insect pathogenesis, and differential expression cannot be solely attributed to the added insect components as differences in the composition and pH of the basal media used may also influence expression patterns. RNA samples were also harvested 24 hours after transfer from a rich SDB medium to hemolymph medium. Given that full induction of cyclosporin production took nearly 6 days in a strongly inducing medium, it is possible that the weaker response observed in media containing insect components reflects an early stage of cyclosporin induction. The larger number of significantly upregulated genes and the strong upregulation of the bZIP transcription factor (TINF00394) only in hemolymph media, however, suggests a possible role for cyclosporin and the cyclophilin homolog during the colonization phase inside an insect host ( Figure 9B , Table S6 ).
Evolution and Synteny of the simA Cluster
The disjunct distribution of cyclosporin biosynthesis across fungal taxa poses interesting questions about the origins and evolution of the cyclosporin biosynthetic cluster. In order to search for homologs of cyclosporin cluster genes in other fungi, the top 25 BLAST hits to the antiSMASH predicted simA cluster genes plus 10 flanking genes on either side in the NCBI nr database were aligned and phylogenies constructed using maximum likelihood ( Figure S8 ). Pairwise BLASTP searches among the set of the fourteen hypocrealean fungi analyzed for phylogenomic analyses were also performed to identify reciprocal best-pair hits between these genomes and these best-pair BLASTP hits were considered as orthologs. These analyses revealed that only one gene (TINF00195) between the C2H2 transcription factor (TINF00183), adjacent to the 59 end of the RNA-Seq defined cluster ( Figure 10, red line) , and the 39-end of the RNA-Seq defined cluster (Figure 10 , blue line, at TINF07874) had hits above e 205 to bacterial genes ( Figure S8) . Similarly, only a few genes (TINF00557, TINF00586, TINF00426, TINF00174, TINF00267, TIN00470, and TINF00394) had orthologs in other sequenced hypocrealean taxa (Figures 10, S8 ). In contrast, most genes flanking this region on both sides, as well as the 8 genes at the 59-end of the antiSMASH predicted cluster (TINF00177 to TINF00557) contained single-copy orthologs in nearly all other hypocrealean taxa that showed relatively conserved synteny with those in T. inflatum (Figures 10, S8 ). The 8 genes on the 59 end of the antiSMASH predicted cluster that had homologs in other Hypocreales were excluded from the cluster by both SMURF and the RNA-Seq predicted cluster (Figures 6, 7) . Additionally, the few homologs of genes within the RNA-Seq defined cluster in other hypocrealean taxa were scattered elsewhere in these genomes and not located between these conserved flanking regions (Figure 10,   S8 ). In most species, no additional genes were found between the 59 flank (TINF00183) and the 39 flank (TINF07874) of the RNA-Seq defined cluster and the intervening region between these boundaries was less than 5 kb (Figure 10 ). F. oxysporum contained a single additional gene in this region, while C. militaris underwent an inversion that added additional genes, none of which were orthologs of the simA cluster genes (Figure 10 ). These results suggest one of two hypotheses regarding the origin of the nearly 100 kb simA cluster region in T. inflatum that is missing in other Hypocreales: 1) the cluster has been horizontally transferred from another fungal species into this site in T. inflatum, or 2) this region has evolved by recruitment of genes from other regions of the T. inflatum genome.
Horizontal transfer of complete secondary metabolite clusters between heterologous bacterial species by transposition has been demonstrated [88] , and evidence exists for horizontal transfer of large secondary metabolite clusters among fungi [89, 90] . However, BLAST searches did not detect a homologous cluster in other fungal taxa. To further test for horizontal transfer, we utilized the customized pipeline (CRAP) [89] to scan for syntenic homologs of simA cluster genes in 195 sequenced fungal genomes. We did not detect a cluster containing both the NRPS and PKS genes and a majority of accessory genes from the simA cluster. While these results do not preclude the existence of a nearly complete cluster in a yet to be sequenced fungus, available evidence suggests that the cluster more likely evolved by a process of recruitment of genes into the cluster from elsewhere within the T. inflatum genome.
The fact that simA and esyn1 synthetases clearly share related Adomains while the clusters containing these NRPSs lack other shared genes leads us to hypothesize that these clusters have evolved by recruitment of distinct modifying enzymes into regions surrounding these core NRPSs through rearrangement and transposition. Transposons have been found adjacent to other secondary metabolite gene clusters in fungi, such as the gliotoxin cluster in Aspergillus fumigatus [91] . While their role in shaping the evolution of secondary metabolite clusters remains speculative, they represent a potential mechanism for gene recruitment. A gypsy LTR retrotransposon, related to F. oxysporum SKIPPY [92] , was found on the 39 end of the simA cluster (Figure 10) , and several lines of evidence suggest that the region surrounding the simA cluster may be prone to rearrangement in other taxa. Both Tr. atroviride and C. militaris show evidence of an inversion or transposition in this region of the genome. In Tr. atroviride, this is simply an inversion which did not add additional genes. In C. militaris, an additional 0.5 Mb of sequence distinct from the T. inflatum sequence is found between the two rearranged flanking regions, but this additional sequence does not contain any homologs of simA cluster genes nor is it predicted by SMURF or antiSMASH to contain other secondary metabolite clusters ( Figure 10 ).
Conclusions
Although the simA clade itself was shown previously to group sister to a clade of bacterial NRPSs [54] , no bacterial homolog of simA were found within the simA clade. Thus, we conclude that simA evolved through duplication and divergence of fungal NRPS modules within T. inflatum rather than by recent horizontal transfer from bacteria ( Figures 4, S5, S8) . A number of related NRPSs that share homologous A-domains with simA, including enniatin, beauvericin, bassianolide, and aureobasidin A synthetases, evolved through a similar process of module duplication, but also fusion of distantly related NRPS modules (Figures 4, 5, S5) . Interestingly, all of these metabolites possess insecticidal or fungicidal properties. Other genes within the secondary metabolite gene clusters containing these NRPSs, however, do not show homology with those in the simA cluster and are not syntenic with the simA cluster. Regions syntenic with the simA cluster in other hypocrealean fungi instead lack the nearly 100 kb of the simA cluster present in T. inflatum. However, searches for orthologs of the simA cluster genes in other fungi using BLAST searches of the NCBI nr database and the CRAP pipeline found no clusters containing more than a few genes showing similarity to those in the simA cluster. While horizontal transfer from a yet un-sampled fungus cannot be ruled out, we suggest that the simA cluster instead had a lineage specific origin, having evolved through recruitment of genes from other locations in the T. inflatum genome.
The discovery of a homolog of hCypA, the cellular target of cyclosporin in mammalian systems, within the simA cluster of T. inflatum is novel. This is the first report of a cyclophilin gene located within a secondary metabolite gene cluster, although several genes shown to be dependent on the activity of calcineurin, the target of CsA, are suspected of being located within a secondary metabolite biosynthetic cluster in B. cinerea [78] . The up-regulation of the cluster cyclophilin in hemolymph and high expression levels under both inducing conditions and in insect hemolymph medium suggests a role for this gene in mediating the activity of cyclosporin in vivo. Elucidation of the simA gene cluster through a combination of computational and transcriptional approaches opens the door for functional studies and chemical analyses to address mechanisms of action in nature and potential novel applications of these compounds in pathogenicity and medicine.
Materials and Methods
Strains and Culture Conditions
Tolypocladium inflatum NRRL 8044, the original strain from which cyclosporin was isolated, was obtained from NRRL. Cultures were grown for 2.5 weeks on cornmeal agar to induce sporulation. For DNA extractions, conidia from agar plates were used to inoculate potato dextrose broth cultures, which were grown for 3 days before harvesting.
DNA Isolation and Sequencing
Lyophilized mycelia were ground in liquid nitrogen and genomic DNA was isolated using the Qiagen genomic tip 500 following the manufacturer-supplied protocol for isolation of Figure 10 . Synteny of regions flanking the cyclosporin cluster in other hypocrealean taxa. Genes within the cyclosporin biosynthetic cluster as delineated by antiSMASH (red), SMURF (blue), and RNA-Seq (green) plus ten genes on the 59 (green) and 39 (blue) flanks of the antiSMASH predicted cluster are shown at top and numbered from left (59) to right (39) (1-42). Orthologous genes in other hypocrealean taxa identified by bestpairwise BLAST searches are shown below for each species. Grey genes indicate additional genes present in other species while grey shaded areas show regions of synteny between genomes. Genes in T. inflatum in the region between the C2H2 Zn-finger transcription factor (TINF00183) on the 59end (red line) and the RNA-Seq predicted 39-end of the simA cluster (at TINF007874) (blue line) mostly lack orthologs in other hypocrealean genomes. The few best-pair orthologs identified in other Hypocreales were found elsewhere in these genomes. Numbers above blue triangles show length of intervening sequence between the 59 (red line) and 39 (blue line) flanks of the cluster (approximately 95 kb in T. inflatum) which is less than 5 kb in all other hypocrealean taxa except C. militaris and Tr. atroviride. Blue arrows show regions inverted in Tr. atroviride and C. militaris. In Tr. atroviride, an inversion has occurred but the region between adjacent genes is still ,5 kb and contains no additional genes. In C. militaris, the inversion has added nearly 500 kb of sequence containing additional genes, none of which were found to have orthologs in the simA cluster or to belong to other secondary metabolite clusters. doi:10.1371/journal.pgen.1003496.g010
genomic DNA from plants and filamentous fungi (Qiagen). A 350 bp insert Illumina library was prepared by shearing two samples of approximately 5 mg of genomic DNA in a Biorupter XL sonicator for 20 min with a cycle of 30 sec on and 30 sec off. These samples were pooled and prepared following the Illumina protocol for paired-end sequencing. Illumina sequencing was performed on the Illumina GAII machine at the Center for Genome Research and Biocomputing (CGRB) at Oregon State University. For 454 sequencing, a shotgun library and a 3-kb paired end 454 library were each prepared and sequenced on a full plate using titanium chemistry at the Duke IGSP Sequencing Core Facility at Duke University.
Genome Assembly
454 reads were assembled using the Newbler Assembler version 2.3 (454 Life Sciences) using a combined shotgun and 3 kb paired end library assembly. Out of a total of 4,260,863 input 454 reads (1,516,236 single end shotgun reads, 1,067,664 mate pair reads with both pairs, and 1,676,963 singleton mate pair reads), 4,077,744 (95.70%) were assembled into the Newbler Assembly. Illumina reads were first trimmed to 50 bp, and sequences containing adaptors, N's, or greater than 2 bp with a quality score below 20 were filtered out of the dataset. A total of 37,643,435 quality filtered reads, containing 33,586,130 paired end reads, were submitted to SOAP Gapcloser [93] to fill gaps in the Newbler scaffolds. Finally, a mapping assembly was performed in MIRA to map the quality filtered Illumina reads to the SOAP Gapcloser assembly to correct for homopolymer base pair errors.
Gene Predictions
Genome annotations were created in MAKER 2.00 [23] using three ab initio gene prediction models: an AUGUSTUS model trained for F. graminearum, a GeneMark model trained for T. inflatum via self-training, and a SNAP model trained for F. graminearum. Protein datasets from F. graminearum, Nectria haematococca, Tr. reesei, Tr. virens, and M. robertsii were submitted to MAKER as protein evidence. ESTs from C. militaris, B. bassiana, M. robertsii, and Tr. reesei downloaded from GenBank were included as EST evidence. Illumina PE RNA-Seq reads from T. inflatum PDB grown cultures (see RNA isolation and sequencing) were trimmed to 70 bp and filtered to remove sequences containing adaptors, N's, or greater than 2 bp with a quality score below 20, and assembled into transcripts using OASES with a coverage cutoff of 3 [94] . Assembled transcripts were input into MAKER as EST evidence. Transfer RNAs (tRNAs) were identified with tRNA scan-SE [95] .
Repeat Elements
Repeat elements were identified with Repeat Masker (Smit, AFA, Hubley, R & Green, P. RepeatMasker Open-3.2.8 1996-2010 http://www.repeatmasker.org) using the fungal transposon species library (database version 20090604) as input and crossmatch version .990329. The number of CPA (NCBI Accession AM990997.1) and Restless (NCBI Accession Z69893.1) elements was identified in hypocrealean taxa by supplying these sequences as a library to Repeat Masker using the same settings.
Phylogenetic Relationships and Orthologous Clusters
Proteins for the set of hypocrealean taxa utilized for functional annotations, as well as three Sordariomycete outgroups (N. crassa, V. dahliae, and V. albo-atrum), were clustered using MCL [30] at inflation parameter 3 within the Hal pipeline [31] and then filtered to identify single-copy orthologs. Single copy orthologs were aligned separately using MUSCLE [96] and then concatenated. The concatenated alignment was used to infer a phylogeny using RAxML with the best fit model of amino acid substitution for each gene partition estimated by ProtTest [97] and branch support estimated from 1000 bootstrap replicates. In a second set of analyses, amino acid rate categories were estimated across eight categories using PAML [98] and the effect of amino acid positions with high rates of substitution was determined by repeating the same RAxML analyses without the 6 th , 7 th , and 8 th rate categories. The ultrametric tree used for CAFÉ analyses was computed in r8s [99] from the phylogeny inferred by the first RAxML analysis using previously estimated divergence dates for Hypocreales [16] ( Table S2 ). The number of clusters and proteins within clusters were mapped to nodes using a custom perl script.
Functional Annotation
A functional annotation pipeline was developed for the hypocrealean fungi F. graminearum, F. oxysporum, F. verticillioides, N. haematococca, Tr. reesei, Tr. virens, Tr. atroviride, M. robertsii, M. acridum, C. militaris, and T. inflatum. Functional annotations were classified with InterproScan (http://www.ebi.ac.uk/interpro) using hmmpfam, PatternScan, ProfileScan and blastprodom databases and converted to GO with the Interpro2GO mapping (version 11/ 05/2011). Orthologous groups of proteins for these eleven fungi as well as the model fungi S. cerevisiae, Schizosaccharomyces pombe, and N. crassa were determined with Inparanoid [100, 101] . GO enrichments were performed by transferring additional GO annotations associated with proteins from model fungi to uncharacterized proteins within the same orthologous cluster. Protein localization signals excluding the plastid location were identified using TargetP [102] and Predotar [103] while transmembrane proteins were characterized using TMHMM [104] . Carbohydrate active enzymes (CAZymes) were determined by BLAST searches against the CAZymes database with a cutoff of ,e 230 . Proteases were identified by BLASTP searches of the MEROPS [105] database (http://merops.sanger.ac.uk/) with default settings (cutoff of e 205 ), and P450 enzymes were identified as BLAST hits to entries in the Nelson P450 [106] database below a cutoff of ,e 220 . The program CAFÉ , using the default settings, was used to analyze gene families (CAZymes, P450s, and proteases) expanded or contracted in taxa within Hypocreales.
Secondary Metabolite Characterization
NRPS and PKS secondary metabolite genes and their domain structures were characterized using three methods: 1) HMMER searches using models build for Adenylation (A), Thiolation (T), and Condensation (C) domains of NRPSs [54] , 2) SMURF [43] , and 3) antiSMASH [44] . Adenylation (A) domains from NRPSs and ketosynthase (KS) domains from PKSs were extracted from the same eleven hypocrealean taxa included in the functional annotation pipeline and aligned together with known NRPSs from fungi and several outgroup A-domains (Acetyl CoA Synthetases, AcylCoA ligases, Ochratoxin, and CPS1) using MAFFT [107] . The alignment was examined and manually edited to remove regions of ambiguous alignment and a maximum likelihood phylogeny constructed in RAxML [108] using 1000 bootstrap replicates and the best fit model identified by ProtTest [97] (REVF plus gamma for A domains). The simA NRPS and the PKS gene found within the cyclosporin cluster were also subjected to BLAST against the NCBI nr database and A-domains from the top 50 hits were extracted, aligned, and analyzed as described above to identify any putative bacterial homologs of simA. The identified secondary metabolite genes were placed into secondary metabolite gene clusters using SMURF and antiSMASH.
Synteny of the Cyclosporin Cluster
Protein sequences from the T. inflatum cyclosporin cluster plus ten flanking genes were used to search the genomes of related hypocrealean fungi using TBLASTN and BLASTP searches. The TBLASTN searches identified genes flanking the cyclosporin cluster that localized to the same contig or scaffold in other species. Genomewide best-pair BLASTP searches were used to refine this search and identify those genes in the simA cluster with best pairwise BLASTP hits in other genomes and these were considered putative orthologs. The genomic sequence was also aligned with MAUVE at the DNA level to confirm synteny relationships (data not shown) [109] . To identify potential homologs in fungal species other than hypocrealean taxa and to address phylogenetic evidence for horizontal transfer, all T. inflatum cyclosporin cluster genes plus ten flanking genes of the antiSMASH predicted cluster were subjected to BLASTP against the nr database and the top 25 hits were extracted and aligned with MAFFT [107] . These alignments were filtered to remove regions of poor alignment using Gblocks (with relaxed setting), and ProtTest [97] was used to identify best-fit models for each gene alignment. Maximum likelihood phylogenies were constructed using RAxML [108] with the corresponding best-fit protein model and 100 bootstrap replicates. The simA cluster genes were also run through a customized pipeline (CRAP) [89] to search 195 sequenced fungal genomes and 1150 bacterial genomes for syntenic homologs of the simA cluster.
RNA Isolation and Sequencing
For initial coverage of the transcriptome, conidia from 2 1/2 week-old cultures grown on cornmeal agar were adjusted to a concentration of 1610 7 spores/mL and 1 mL was used to inoculate a 100 mL liquid culture of potato dextrose broth. Mycelia were harvested after three days, flash frozen and ground in liquid nitrogen. RNA was extracted using the Qiagen RNAeasy kit. cDNA was prepared using the Mint cDNA Kit (Evrogen), sheared by nebulization for 6 min at 34 psi, prepared using the Illumina protocol for PE sequencing, and sequenced in one lane of a paired end 80 bp run on the Illumina GAII. For the RNA-Seq time course experiment in cyclosporin inducing (SM medium), two 200 mL flasks containing 100 mL of YM medium (4 g yeast extract, 20 g malt extract in 1L ddH20) were each inoculated with approximately 1 mL of 1610 7 conidia/mL. After two days growth in YM medium, 10 mL of the YM culture was transferred to 125 mL of SM production media or Sabouraud Dextrose Broth (SDB) in 200 mL flasks. All cultures were grown at 21uC. Three flasks (3 biological replicates) for each treatment (SM or SDB) were harvested every two days for a total of six time points (days 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12). Tissue was flash frozen and ground in liquid nitrogen and total RNA extracted in TRIzolH. Remaining tissue and culture filtrate was frozen at 220uC until chemical extraction for HPLC analyses. The RNA samples were prepared using the Illumina TruSeq RNA sequencing kit, randomized, and sequenced across three lanes of a 50 bp SE run on the Illumina HiSeq2000. For RNA-Seq expression studies in insect media, cultures were grown under three conditions: 1) a rich medium of Sabouraud dextrose broth (SDB), 2) a minimal salts medium [110] supplemented with 10% (w/v) black vine weevil (Otiorhynchus sulcatus, Coleoptera) insect cuticle cleaned from soft tissue with sodium tetraborate [111] adjusted to pH 6.5 These cultures were grown in a 2-stage fermentation that has proven a reproducible method for eliciting expression of proteins in response to specific elicitors in insect pathogenic fungi [112] . Conidia from cultures grown on cornmeal agar for 2.5 weeks were used to inoculate a 100 mL culture of rich media (SDB) at a final concentration of approximately 1610 6 conidia/mL. These cultures were grown on a shaking incubator for 48 hours, washed in sterile water, and approximately 500 mg wet weight of mycelia transferred to three replicates of 2 mL cultures for each media condition. Mycelia were grown for an additional 24 hours before harvesting. All cultures were grown at 21uC. RNA was extracted with TriZolH according the manufacturers protocol (Invitrogen), polyA RNA isolated using the Ambion PolyA Purist kit, and cDNA prepared using the Superscript III kit and random hexamer primers (Invitrogen). A 450 bp insert library was prepared for each biological replicate according to the Illumina PE protocol and all samples were multiplexed in each of three lanes of a SE 40 bp run.
RNA-Seq Analyses
Barcodes were trimmed from 40 bp Illumina reads to a length of 36 bp for the insect pathogenesis experiment and the first and last nine bases were trimmed from the 50 bp reads based on quality score profiles to a length of 40 bp for the cyclosporin inducing experiment. Reads were mapped to gene models using GENE-Counter [113] . Differential expression was analyzed in GENE-Counter, which utilizes a negative binomial model and the NBP-Seq R package to model differential gene expression [114] . For the time course experiment, the three biological replicates in SM media were compared with the three biological replicates in the SDB media at each time point separately. For the insect assays, pairwise comparisons of SDB vs cuticle medium and SDB vs hemolymph medium were performed in GENE-Counter. Qvalues and fold changes (log 2 transformed) were calculated using the normalized expression values from NBP-Seq. Relative expression levels were calculated as Reads Per Kilobase of transcript per Million mapped reads (RPKM) [115] .
Chemical Extraction and HPLC/LC-MS Profiling
Culture filtrates from three biological replicates at each time point were pooled for chemical extraction. Each culture filtrate was applied to a glass column containing DiaionH HP20 resin (20 g, Supelco), which had been sonicated in MeOH (to de-gas) and then pre-washed with H 2 O (200 mL). The column loaded with sample was then eluted sequentially with H 2 O (200 mL, to desalt the sample), MeOH (100 mL) and acetone (100 mL). The latter two organic solvent eluents were combined and concentrated to provide an organic extract from each culture filtrate. In each case, the organic extract was applied to a C 18 reversed-phase solid phase extraction (RP 18 SPE) cartridge (10 g), which had been primed in 100% methanol, and then equilibrated in 70% methanol in water. The SPE cartridge was then eluted sequentially with 70% and 100% methanol in H 2 O before being washed with dichloromethane. The cyclosporin-containing SPE fractions (100% methanol, determined by direct injection MS) from each SM culture filtrate extract were selected for comparative HPLC (used to establish protocols for peak collection) and also LC-MS profiling, alongside the corresponding control SDB medium extracts. HPLC of each sample (50 mg per 5 injection) was performed using a linear gradient from 60-100% methanol in H 2 O over 40 min followed by isocratic 100% methanol for 20 min (column: Synergi Hydro-RP, 4.66250 mm, 0.6 mL/min). LC-MS of 5 mg-containing aliquots was performed under identical HPLC solvent conditions using a Synergi Hydro-RP, 26100 mm column with a flow rate of 0.2 mL/min. HPLC was performed on a Shimadzu HPLC system comprising a SIL-20AC autosampler, dual LC-20AD solvent pumps and a SPD-M20A UV/VIS photodiode array detector. LC-ESI(+) MS data were obtained using an AB SCIEX QTrap 3200 mass spectrometer interfaced with a Shimadzu Prominence HPLC system. HPLC-grade solvents were used for all chemical extraction and fractionation.
Accession Numbers
The Whole Genome Shotgun projects have been deposited at DDBJ/EMBL/GenBank under the accession number AOHE00000000. Figure S1 The MAT1-2 Mating Locus of T. inflatum NRRL 8044. Only a single mating type was found in this strain, indicating that the fungus is likely heterothallic. (PDF) Figure S2 GO-Slim profiles (Aspergillus GO-Slim) for 14 hypocrealean taxa analyzed and for species-unique genes in the insect pathogens (Figure 2) . A, C, E -GO Slim profiles for hypocrealean taxa; A) molecular function, C) biological process, and E) cellular component categories. Taxa Ch NPS11/gliotoxin (dark orange), Ch NPS12 (dark blue), PKS-NRPS hybrids (blue green), ACV synthases (yellow green), NRPS-PKS hybrids (lavender), alpha-aminoadipate reductases (light pink), Ch NPS10 (yellow), simA/cyclosporin clade (turquoise), enniatin synthase (esyn1) module 2 (red), Ch NPS2 intracellular siderophore synthases (brown), enniatin synthase (esyn1) module 1 (red), tex1/peptaibols (dark purple), duplicated paralogous copies of Ch NPS6 (Ch NPS6_1-pink and Ch NPS6_2 -purple), perA-like/ peramine (light orange), Ch NPS8/insect expanded clade (brick), and cpps1-4/ergot alkaloids (bright pink). Phylogeny constructed by maximum likelihood in RAxML using the PROTGAMMAR-TREV model and 1000 bootstrap replicates. (PDF) Figure S4 Possible homologs of ergot alkaloid biosynthetic genes in T. inflatum and Metarhizium spp. A) NRPS A-domains in other Hypocreales related to C. purpurea ergot alkaloid synthetases cpps1-cpps4 and belonging to the ergot alkaloid clade in the larger phylogeny ( Figure S3 ). The C. purpurea monomodular NRPSs (cpps2 and cpps3) are shown in light green while the trimodular cpps1 and cpps4 are shown in dark green. Both M. robertsii (red) and M. acridum (pink) contain orthologs of the two monomodular NRPSs (cpps2 and cpps3) as well as a novel 7 modular NRPS showing closer similarity to cpps1 and cpps4. T. inflatum (orange) lacks both monomodular NRPSs but contains an NRPS with 4 modules whose A-domains also are most similar to cpps1 and cpps4 (orange). B) The antiSMASH predicted secondary metabolite gene clusters containing these NRPSs show that in addition to orthologs of the two monomodular C. purpurea NRPSs cpps2 (MAA_06742 and MAC_06982) and cpps3 (MAA_06744 and MAC_06980) both M. robertsii and M. acridum also contain orthologs (indicated by vertical lines and color codingsame color = homologs, black = not homologs) of the majority of genes found on the 59 end of the C. purpurea ergot alkaloid cluster (shaded light green). Two 7 modular NRPSs in Metarhizium spp. (MAA_06559 and MAC_08899) that share homology to A-domains of the 3 modular genes (cpps1 and cpps4) in C. purpurea are located in a distinct cluster that does not contain other genes from the ergot cluster. T. inflatum appears to lack homologs of the two monomodular NRPSs (cpps2, cpps3) and other genes in the 59portion of the cluster but contains a single 4-modular NRPS (TINF02556) containing A-domains that group with C. purpurea NRPSs cpps1 and cpps4. The antiSMASH predicted cluster containing TINF02556 is shown and contains other genes of unknown function predicted to be involved in secondary metabolism but lacks homologs of the ergot alkaloid biosynthetic pathway. C) A single DMAT enzyme is found in the T. inflatum genome, but it is located in a separate antiSMASH cluster predicted to be involved in terpene synthesis and located on a different scaffold from the NRPS cluster. (PDF) (Figure 3 ) are shown across the top and color coded according to ecology or predicted ancestral ecology (red = animal associated, blue = fungal associated, green = plant associated). Numbers of genes found in each taxa are listed in each cell and taxa or nodes that have significant expansions (E) or contractions (C) at p,0.01are shaded with gray or hatched lines respectively. (DOCX) 
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